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we're a little churlish in saying that, as no right-thinking football fan would want to miss this. champ
manager is for the traditions lovers. we all know the great players and the great managers, but who

would you rather read about - john terry or fabio cannavaro, or edgar davids or gaizka mendieta?
think about it. champ manager 2003 is like champ manager for people who aren't very good at it.

exactly what it says on the tin. if you are familiar with the series but just can't get into it, check out
this title. if you've always wanted to know what it's like, to be an official league servant in your very
own fm alternative, to have your players buy you drinks and organise your holidays, then you're well

placed. there's no clearer indication of that than the way that, in "standard" play, you have a full
complement of players and a goal threat on the bench. and if your career does take that fateful turn

to management, theres a superb effort by ea to provide you with the tools to avoid some of the
typical blunders. mainly, this means importing your own team's database from the previous game,
no doubt a great way to make us like you. you can also see past generations in this game; prior to

installing the expansion pack, you can jump back and even select the 1995/1996 databases. though
you'd have to go back to the 1990s to find a database for the very earliest versions of the series. this

level of simulation is really impressive, given the limited memory and processing power the game
has on a console. in short, if you just want to click and start clicking, champ manager is for you.
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the ps3 and xbox 360 versions also include a detailed trainer with all sorts of customization options
and the usual camera angles. the ps3 version additionally offers the ability to create your own

training sessions and save them to memory card. finally, the pc version offers a trainer as well, but it
requires you to pay for a license. the pc version is available as a free download for the pc gamers.

were excited to expand our footprint in pittsburgh with the opening of our new club in ross township,
said ryan yetton, club manager of bjs wholesale club in ross township. were looking forward to

bringing bjs outstanding offerings to ross township and the surrounding community. we cant wait for
our doors to open on friday and to serve our members. gameplay is of course largely unchanged

from the previous installments in the series. you can be a wuss and start off with a strong club or try
to build up a smaller one, find promising players by checking for talent ratings and stats, access

seasonal data via a monthly calendar, schedule events, set prizes, check the newscentre for transfer
updates, manager of month nominations and the like, tweak teams and formations, balance current
and potential player levels, and train players. to do the latter, there are numerous custom training

routines, including 20 preset training courses in the console versions. feature review: the latest total
football has just about everything you could want from a football management game, yet still

manages to stand out from the crowd. the presentation is first class, with detailed match graphics
and a great soundtrack. there are thousands of players to pick from, many of which are based on
real life stars, all with a full set of attributes and attributes to make them unique. there are 12 full

size games to manage and a year-long career mode that will keep you busy for a long time.
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